Impact – Safety, environmental and quality application

Impact is a mobile safety, environmental, and quality management application developed in Finland. It is a cloud-based
SaaS solution that assures quick and effortless implementation. With Impact, you can improve your safety development,
reduce costs, and boost efficiency holistically. And of course, all of this is customized to fit your processes.
Impact enables agile need-based safety management directly from your mobile devices. It streamlines observation handling with
speedy reporting and handling, refines risk assessments by identifying hazards in your processes, and enables a swift introduction
with an intuitive user experience. Impact will assist your safety, regardless of your industry or the size and nature of your business, by
providing a fast and effective solution for every situation.
Mobile Reporting
With Impact's versatile mobile reporting, you can observe, notify, and report all matters directly from the field, run handling and
investigations, and utilize monitoring to improve holistic development.
Chemical Registry
The chemical registry keeps Safety Data Sheets readily available, maintains your chemical inventory list, manages the usage and
storage amounts of chemicals, and assesses risks of chemicals on any device.
Training Registry
Manage all training, qualifications, and orientations of your network with our training registry. Also, complete your own online training
and the online training offered by Kiwa in koulutusmaailma.fi.
Expert and Support Services
We at Impact offer carefully selected expert and support services to help you significantly develop your safety operations by
measuring your safety culture and enhancing your safety sessions.
Impact in a nutshell
See how Impact helps you improve your operations by ensuring high-quality data collection from the field, providing easy-to-use data
processing and investigations, and enabling follow-ups to holistically monitor your operations. And of course, all of this is customized
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to fit your processes.
Customize- tools and handling processes to fit and support your operations
Collect - data and information directly from the field with mobile devices
Handle - collected observations and notifications in one convenient place
Monitor and ensure - development in your range of responsibility or holistically
Our customers
Impact is used in 20 countries by over 100 customers.
Start your 14-day free trial.
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